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2 SALT CORE TRACKS OF STUDY

Students choose to enroll in either the Audio Storytelling or Visual Storytelling track; 
all Salt students also take the Salt Workshop, which is a space to explore the 
elements of great storytelling, while also examining history, ethics, and craft. 

Salt at MECA
The Salt Graduate Certificate in Documentary 
Studies at Maine College of Art is a 15-week 
experience where motivated individuals from 
all walks of life come to focus on documentary 
storytelling. Take the time to critically examine 
your work and the work of others in a 
collaborative peer environment. 

Bring your passion, ideas, challenges, and 
projects. Leave with a portfolio of beautifully 
crafted stories. 

Portland’s art, music, and restaurant scene is world-renowned. The city is located close to 
beaches, lakes, and forests; The Atlantic Ocean is a short stroll away. Extremely walkable, 
Portland is large enough to host diverse communities, yet small enough to retain a strong 
sense of place.

Storytelling is a powerful form of communication, as well as a creative practice and a tool for public 
engagement. This workshop is a space to explore the elements of great storytelling, while also 
taking time to examine history, ethics, and craft. The workshop directly supports and compliments 
work being done in the core Salt tracks. Students come into contact with a range of works and 
debates, study different storytelling techniques, and produce regular written assignments. They 
also reflect on their own professional practice and learn how to work with other makers on 
collaborative projects. Think writing workshop meets anthropology course meets editorial team.

ALL STUDENTS ARE ALSO ENROLLED IN:
THE SALT WORKSHOP

Via fieldwork, assignments, class discussion, 
instructor feedback, and peer critique, Salt  
film students learn how to: 

+ Identify, pre-report, and evaluate a
possible story

+ Carry out successful shoots

+ Conduct interviews and write captions

+ Edit photos and footage

+ Produce work in Premiere and
Photoshop, industry standards for
film editing

+ Pitch projects to media, corporate,
and nonprofit outlets

+ Work as part of a production team

Graduates of Salt’s Visual track leave with a 
professional portfolio, and they are 
prepared to work in the industry as 
photographers and video producers.

"Fifteen weeks at Salt 
rearranged 80% of my 
brain. The person I was 
when I arrived at Salt 
was not the person I  
was when I left. I walked 
away with more skills, 
ideas, and confidence 
than I could have ever 
imagined."

PAULA MAURO, SALT RADIO ALUM

Application Information

Accepting applications for fall and spring semesters

To apply, submit the following:

+ Completed online 
application form

+ Letter of intent
+

+ Transcripts

Two references
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Via fieldwork, assignments, class discussion, 
instructor feedback, and peer critique, audio 
students learn how to do the following: 

+ Identify, pre-report, and evaluate a
possible story

+ Carry out successful interviews

+ Use interview tape and other sound
elements to build and shape a story

+ Write and edit polished scripts

+ Produce work in ProTools, the
industry standard for audio editing

+ Pitch stories effectively to radio
programs and podcasts

+ Work as part of a production team

Graduates of Salt’s Audio track leave with a 
professional portfolio, and they are 
prepared to work in the industry as radio 
producers and podcasters.

PORTFOLIO

Audio Storytelling:
Two short audio stories, ranging from 
3-5 minutes: submit one .mp3 file per 
piece. 

Visual Storytelling: 
Two  3–8 minute video stories, or 20 
images creating a visual narrative, or 10 
singles and 10 narrative images

A VIBRANT LOCATION

800.639.4808
meca.edu | info@meca.edu
522 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
meca.edu/salt

Since 1973, the students of the Salt Institute for 
Documentary Studies have captured the spirit of the 
culture, people, and landscapes of the world around us. 
The collective body of work is available online at: 
saltstoryarchive.com

Browse this archive and you'll find yourself moving 
from portraits of fishermen, to a radio story exploring 
the lives of Somali-American teenagers, to a print 
piece about a group of people fighting for affordable 
housing. You'll also discover stories that include 
the back-to-the-land movement, hunting, migrant 
farmers, gender diversity, alleged alien abductions, 
and cold-case crimes.

Salt Story Archive
saltstoryarchive.com

Annie Avilés
Foreign Correspondent for  
NPR and Harper’s Magazine

Anne Bailey 
Visual Storyteller for PRI’s 
Across Women’s Lives

Yoon S. Byun  
Freelancer and former visual 
journalist at The Boston Globe

SOME EXAMPLES OF WHERE  
SALT ALUMNI GO ON TO WORK, 
FREELANCE, AND PUBLISH: 

+ Al Jazeera

+ American Public Media

+ Audible

+ BBC

+ California Sunday Magazine

+ The Believer

+ Gimlet

+ The Magnum Foundation

+ Modern Love

+ New York Magazine

+ Pop Up Magazine

+ Radiolab

+ Snap Judgment

+ The New Yorker

+ This American Life

+ Tin House

+ Vice Media

+ Virginia Quarterly Review

+ 99 Percent Invisible

Graduate Certificate in 
 Documentary Studies

INSTITUTE FOR DOCUMENTARY STUDIES

at
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Colin Cheney 
Co-producer of The City  
Dark and author of Here 
Be Monsters

Andres Gonzalez 
Award-winning photographer 
and author of the book 
Some(w)here

PAST AND PRESENT SALT FACULTY INCLUDE: 

Michael May
Senior Producer of 
the NPR Story Lab

Mira Ptacin 
Essayist and author of the 
memoir Poor Your Soul

Patty Wight 
Award-winning reporter for 
Maine Public Radio

Students in discussion at Camden International Film Festival 2017. Photo by: Annie Avilés.

For gainful employment information: www.meca.edu/gainful-employment.
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Student Work (top left to bottom right): Tonee Harbert, Andrew Propp, Kerry Ensinger (top-right), 
Bryan Thomas, Alexander Kreher, Alana Kansaku-Sarmiento, Christine Heinz, Yevonnie Lowe 
(bottom-left), Lynn Kippax, Sofia Aldinio, Mariel Waloff




